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During the second U.S. presidential debate on Sunday, Oct. 9, a fly landed briefly on Hillary
Clinton’s forehead. It was only there for a second, but the unusual scene was enough to flood
Twitter with thousands of amused reactions about a bug on the candidate’s eyebrow.

The fact that Clinton didn’t flinch or try to brush it off also invited jokes about the new reboot
of “Westworld,” which just started airing on HBO. (In the show, androids regularly let flies
crawl over their eyeballs, so as not to injure “a living creature.”)

The insect visitor was big news in Russia, too, where Clinton is a widely disliked and mocked
figure on television. The bug was so important to the NTV network that it actually consulted
entomologist Dmitry Musolin to speculate on the chances that the fly laid eggs on Clinton’s
face in the second it landed there.

http://www.ntv.ru/novosti/1671054/


Musolin says the odds are good that the fly tried to lay eggs on Hillary Clinton’s face,
explaining that flies only land to lay eggs or consume food.

Still, though, Musolin told NTV that it was a poor choice for egg laying, finding a way to
mention rotting corpses and U.S. presidential candidates in the same remark. “Roughly
speaking,” he said, “a half-rotted corpse of some animal would be more appealing [to a fly]
than a candidate for president, because they can lay their eggs on the corpse and the larvae
will develop well. But on a candidate for president or a party leader, they can’t.”

NTV also points out that there is now a Twitter account for the fly that landed on Clinton’s
face. “Hillary’s Fly” has a whopping, newsworthy 500 followers, many of whom appear to be
Russian users.
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